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You Mail Just One Postcard and Get Paid 4 Times…. 

1 Program of Over $300 Daily…. 

3 Programs of over $12,000 Monthly…. 

Save over $500 in Program Costs…. 
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 You are invited to become a member of an innovative money-making system! “SET FOR LIFE” There has never been 
anything like it and we believe this will be the last program you will ever join. after. All the negatives encountered with 
conventional mail order programs have been completely resolved. If you really want to change your life and start making 
some real money, get this money-making program and put it to action now! The great thing about this program is that while 
you are earning over $300 in daily cash, you are building an organization in 3 different network marketing programs that 
generate you over $12,000 monthly in lifetime residuals. Yes, you will be automatically enrolled into the 3 most powerful 
network marketing programs in the mail order industry. Yes 3! Just for signing up in our powerful postcard program. 
This is a fast program! It should take only a few days for you to start receiving payments in the mail every day! 
Imagine having your name and address on hundreds of thousands of letters just like this! An avalanche of money 
is coming to you! Believe it! Once the money train leaves the station you can’t stop it! GET STARTED BY MAILING 
$50 IN CASH OR MONEY ORDER TO THE NAMES BELOW! All payments are verified. When you sign up, your name 
goes to position #1. When you sign up somebody, your name goes to #2, #3, and then #4. You will never drop out. 
You will also be put in other flyers as people come in! Sign up today and get 100 leads, master copy of this Postcard 
with your name in the 1st Position. Respond within 5 days and we will include FREE Lotto Tickets! Remember our 
system will produce unlimited leads and postage for you!   Income is for illustrative purposes only! © AZT 2018     

Live calls Every Sat: (515) 604-9985, Pin: 972198#, 1 pm (Eastern), check matching time within your Zone. 
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1. Brad Kamanski                             

   1220 Bay Street #201 

   Florence, OR 97439 

2. J. Okafo 

    5208 Hadrian Drive 

    Durham, NC 27703 

 

3. 

FREE (Save $50) 

 

4. 
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